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Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von Herrn Deuber (Bielefeld), Herrn Jaekson
( Waterloo) und Herrn jungnickel (Gießen) statt.

We wish to thank Professor Dr. Barner for glving us the opportunity to hold
the Combinatorics 1992 meeting. The previous combinatorics meetings were
held in january, and the shift to the beginning of November has been appreci
ated, particularty by North Americans. This may account to the fact that we
had a tower percentage of people declining invitation, and therefore a longer
attendance than anticipated. However there was a good distribution aeross age,
and eountry of origin. In addition,' in our plans we have been 'well aware of
the benefit of the community in ehanging .the list of fnvited people by a sub
stantial percentage.

As organizers, we have worked weIl together. While eaeh of us is willing
to be replaced, for we do not regard our job as a permanent one, we do wish
to have the opportunity of organizing a meeting for 1995.

We propose a meeting on Combinatorics, in the broad sense, wlth· a strong
foeus on Algebraie Combinatories, Extremal Comblnatorles, Codlng Theory and
Geometries (we could expand 011 this, technically, but It mlght not be warran
ted). Throughout, there i8 an emphasis on comblnatorlal strueture and lts
universality aeross fields. Indeed, we feet that the comblnatorial eommunity
benefits from the opportunity of meeting people from related areas under such
intense conditions. In the 1992 meeting for example, there was clear evidence
of this. For example, jeff Kahn settled an outstanding conjecture of Borsuk by
an essentially combinatorial argument. Anders Björner applied some new re
sults in combinatorics and topology to establishing a tower bound in a pro
blem coming from comp.uter science. Whileit is the tradition for the Ober
wolfach meetings to be more narrowly foeussed, we fee! strongly that the
areas of eombinatorics we have specified benefit from a better a~areness of
work in each of them.
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Vortragsauszüge

G.E. ANoRBWS.
Comblnatorica, DetermiDauU aud Addition Theorems.

Thls talk will be on joint work with W.H. BURGE. Recently we have discovered

identlties of the following form:

( (
X + i + J) ( y + i + j) )

det 2i - j' + 2i - j O:s 1, j :s n - I

where ß2k(U) Is a simple quotient of rlslng factorials in u. We have many
other such addition theorems. Our results can be used to (among other
things) provide new proofs of the T.S.S.C.P.P. Conjecture. Other combinatorial"

applications will also be dlscus~ed. .

H.-J. SANDBLT.

Zirkuläre SpUtsysteme.

Jede Metrik d auf einer endlichen Menge X erlaubt eine kanonische Zerlegung
in eine total zerlegbare Metrik da und eine Restmetrik d.; vgl. Advances Math.
92 (1992) 47-105. In vielen Anwendungen ist dabei do sogar zirkulär im fol
genden Sinne: Die Punkte von X können so auf einem Kreis angeordnet wer
den, daß die SpUts, die in der additiven Darstellung von da mit positivem Ge
wicht auftreten, zu gewissen Kreissehnen korrespondieren. Solche Systeme von
Spllts (dh. Bipartitlonen von X) können durch verbotene Unterkonfigurationen
charakterisiert werden und die erzeugten Metriken in polynomialer Weise ge-

kennzeichnet werden. e
(Gemeinsame Arbeit mit A. DRESS. )

A. BBUnU.BPACHBR.

How to Share a Seaet in Large Hierarclües.

An (Stt) - multilevel shared seeret scheme consists of two sets A and B of

.. partial seerets" such that a secret K can be retrieved, if

- at least s partial secrets A, or

- at least t partial secrets of AU B .

are present.
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The fundamental structure for constructing such schemes can be described
as folIows: In a projective plane, consider a line I through the se~ret' point K
and a conic C through K such that I Is tangent to C. Conslder a set A of po
ints K on land a set B of points K on C such that no line Joining twopoints
of B intersects I in a point of A.

We investigate the problem of maximizing 1Aland 181.

(J~int work with F. WE'TTL, Budapest.)

A. 8.JöRN~1L

Subspace Arrangements and Decislon Trees.
..t;..~~.

. '·F·
Fo~ ).. = (AI' ... , Ap ) a partition of n, consider first the p-dimenslonar'subspace

K)., = {XE IR" 1 XI=···=x).,l' x).,t+t,=· ••• =x).,t+).2' •••• , x).l+~ .• +).P_'l+l=i:-•• ·=xn},

and then the subspace arrangement A). =(o( K).) 10' Sn}. Here Sn acts' on IRn

by permuting coordinates. Some general properties of such arrangements and
their complements M)., = IRn - Ud '. Sn o( K),,) were dlscussed.· The .followlng re-

sults were. presented for the ease A = (k, 1, ... , t) : .

(1) M)., has tors,ion -. free. singular cohomology (both over IR. and C), which (In_.
IR - ea5e ) ,i5 non - zero if and only if the dImension Is amultiple of k - 2.
(Jointwork with V. WELKER.).

(2) The 5um of Betti numbers of ~)" 15 a lower bound for the number of lea-
,ves on any linear deeision tree testlng points x ,lRn for memb-:,~~hip in
M).. "Thls leads to the following result: The asymptotic worst- c~e com
plexity, for deciding whether some k members of a str'ing Xt,.' .'. ,xn ' of
real numbers. Xl ( lR are equal, is 8{ n log (2nk- t ».
(joi~f'wo~k with L. LOVAsZ and A. YA9.)

A. BLOIDIUJS. .

Partitioning the Hypercube in Sets with Mutual DistaDce ODe.

Let Qn be the graph {O, t}n ~efined by x '" y if x and' y differ in exactly ODe
coordinate. If we partition the vertex -set of Qn in m parts, such that be
tween two different parts there is always an edge somewhere, then, slnce the
total nUJ:llber. of edges in Qn equals n'2n

-
1 w,e obviously get (~) ~ n2n~l. We

show that it is possible to realize a partition with' m' parts such that (';) =
cn2n - t for same constant c sat~sfying n- I < c < 2- 1

. (The value, of c depends
on how elose 'n is to the nearest smaHe.r power of 2. ) Thls answers a question

of R. Ahlswede.
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B. BoLLOaAs.
PercolaUoD in the Cube.

Recently Fill and Pemantle proved a number' of results concerning percolation
type problems on the n -eube. In the talk we shall continue this investigation.

In particular, we consider Richardson' s model on the n - cube, with the time
of lnfeetlon through an edge belng an exponential random variable with mean
1. Among other results, we shall prove sharp bounds on the time of infection
of all vertlces.

(The results presented were obtalned jointly with Y. KOHAYAKAWA.)

F. BRBNTI.
Combinatorlcs and Total Poaitivity.

It was first observed In [F. Brenti, Unimodal. log - concave. and Polya Fre
queney sequences in Comblnatorlcs, Memoirs Amer. Math. Soc., 413 (1989)]

that Polya frequeney sequences arise often in combinatorlcs. The purpose of
the present talk Is to point out that the same is true, more generally• for to
tally positive matrlees, and that there is an intimate connection between them
and some generalizations of the elassical symmetrie functions. More precisely,
we show that many of the f~lTl1liar matriees arising in combinatorics, as weil
as In the theory of symmetrie funetions, and many of their generalizations,
have remarkable total positivity properties, and that. conversely, any totally
positive matrix can be realized as a matrix of ( suitably defined ) generalized
'complete homogeneous symmetrie functions evaluated at nonnegative real
numbers. We also obtain a charaeterizatlon of totally positive matrlces in
terms of planar dlgraphs. The method that we use to prove these results is
completely combinatorial and has lts origin in a technique for counting non
Intersectlng paths .in directed graphs first used by Undström (though he used •
It for completely different purposes ). In thls work we use same variations and
generalizatlons of It.

A.A.BRUBN.
Point lJae COnflguratlOD8. Hermltlan Polarities and an Observation of O· Nan.

Let TI = PG(Z, F) be the projective plane over the commutative field F. Let S be
a set of points in II and assume that there is a 1- 1 (injective) mapping f
from Sinto the set of lines of II satisfying the following two properties.
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(A) If P is in S then f( P) does not eontain P.
(8) If PI' P2 are distinet points of S then the points Pt, P2 and the

interseetion f(PI ) n f(P2} of f(Pt ) with f(P2) lie on a line.

VVe then refer to S as a eotangeney set.

Our main observation is as folIows.

Theorem. If S i5 a eotangeney set then It eannot eontain a quadrangle.

VVe obtain some eonsequenees of this result ineludlng a weIl known result
on hermitian eurves due to M. O' Nan. Extensions to non- hermltlan unltals are

sketched.

(Joined work with J. C. FISHER. )

C.J. COLBURN.

Enclosing Latin Squares and Tripie Systems.

A tripie system (V,IB) of order v andindex· A, or TS(.V,A), is av-set V toge-.
ther with a collection IB of 3 - subsets of V (called tripIes ) so that every
2- subset of V appear5 in exactly A of the tripies.· An encIosing of a TS(V,A)
(V,IB) in a TS(w,~) (W,ID) has V c W_ and IB .c ID (as mult.sets). It :is a
faithful enelosing if { B EID: IBn V I = J} = IB (agaln, as multisets ). Neces
sary conditions for the existenee of a faithful enelosing are derived, and
shown to be sufficient for w ~ 2v + 1, for (l = 2A,and for a large number of
sm"all eases. Similar problems on laUn squares are the outlined. ." -

M. DEZA•

Scale Isometrie Subgraphs of Hypercubes.

Call a graph G on {1, ... , n} aseale Isometrie subgraph of a hypereube if
)"d(G) := (( dpath(i,j»)) isometrieally imbeds into d( H(m,2») for some m, A;
min A is the seale A(G), minm/A is the size s(G). Seale 1, 2 eorrespond to
G i ~m H(m,2), G ls~rn 112 H(m,Z>. G is aseale isometrie subgraph of a hyper
eu~e if and only If dCG) isometrically imbeds ioto some l~·. Call such G I t 

rapid if this embeddiog is essentially unique. G is ascale isometrie subgraph
of a hypercube if and only if it is an isometrie subgraph of direet product of
copies of a half - eube and Kmx 2' For such graphs we give some partial classi
fieations, operations and bounds for sCG), )"(G>'
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K... ENGSL

On the Varlance of a Partlally Ordered Set.

Let P be a finite poset. A furiction x: P ---+ IR is called an optimal representa

tion If I ~I-t Lpcp x 2 (p) - ( IPI- t Lpcpx(p»)2 is minimal under the condi

tlons x(q) - x(p) ~ 1 whenever q> p. The minimal value of the objective func
Uon ls called varianee of P. We present a polynomial algorlthm having a Max
Flow - Algorithm as a procedure which determines an optimal representation.
The poset P Is called rank eompressed If it is ranked and the rank funetion is
an optimal representation. We give a lattice - theoretic overview on rank com- •
pressed posets and prove (joined work with S. L. BEZRUKOV r that the ordinal
Bum. dlrect product and ordinal product of rank compressed posets is rank
compressed. Finally we provlde examples which show that, in general, rank
compresslon is not preserved by the direct sum. rankwise direct product, and

expone~tlation.

I. P. GoULDEN.

COnnect1oD Coefflclenta for tbe Symmetrie Group and Symmetric FUDctioDS.

In unpublished work. I. G. Maedonald has considered a new basis far the alge
bra of symmetrie functions whlch is related by Lagrange inversion to the com
plete symmetrie functions. The connection coefficients for this basis are equal
to the connection coefficients for conjugacy elasses in the symmetrie group in
an extreme case. We (thls 18 joined work with D. 'M. JACKSON ) give a eon
struetive proof of this equality which makes clear the role of Lagrange inver
sion. based on edge - rooted two - coloured plane trees with given degree distri
butions In the two colour classes of vertices.

This result allows us to transform combinatorial factorization problems in
the symmetrie group to algebraic problems of expanding symmetrie functions
with reapect to Macdonald' s basis. A theorem is proved which allows us to
carry out such expansions for some general classes of symmetrie funetions.
This procedure la applied to solve a number of combinatorial factorization

problems.

C.GRBENE.
Möblus Function Identitles and Plauar Posets.

We prove the following theorem: Let P "be a finite poset with n elements, and
let Q(P) denote the field of rational funetions in P, regarded as a set of inde
termlnates. Let L( P) denote the set of linear extensions of P, and for rp E L( P)

define w(cp) = rrl~2 (ep-l (i) - cp- tU-I) )-1 E Q(P>' If P is connected and planar.

then

•
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~(L(P)
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TI (b - a )Il(a,b)

a<b

where 11 denotes the Möbius function of P. If P is disconnected. the corre
sponding sum is zero.

Here aposet is said to be planar If, after adjolning a 0 and 1 the Hasse dJ
"agram is planar. The result is false for non - planar posets. We ralse two que
stions : (1) Js there a proof (or explanation) based on the classical theory of
Möbius functions? (2) Is there an extension to non - planar posets?

A specialization of the identity permits a direct proof of the Murnaghan
Nakayama formula for characters of Sn' via Young·' s seminormal representa
tions.

M. GRöTSCHEL

On some Theoretical Aspects oE VLSI Routing.

In this talk Ireport about v~ious aspects of Ioeal and global routing pro
blems in VLSI - d"esign. I concentrate on mathematical models that lead to
'Steiner tree and Steiner tree packing problems. I discuss the ·polyhedral . ap
proach to these combinatorial optimization problems and explaln same of: the
resu 1ts .on the facial structure of these p.olytopes. I conclude wlth a few re
~arks on computational experiences with this methode This is joint work':"wlth
A. MARTIN and R. WEISMANTEL.

H. - D. O. F. GRONAU.

On Ort~ogoDal Double Coverings oE the Ku.

An orthogonal double covering of the complete graph Kn ls a collectlon of n
spanning subgraphs GI' G2 • . .. , Gn of the Kn such that

every edge of the Kn belongs to exactly 2 of the Gi' sand

every pair of Gi' s intersect in exactly one edge.

It is proven that an orthogonal double covering exists for all n ~ 2 (n ~ 8) if
the Gi· s have maximum degree 2, which proves a conjecture of Chung and
West (communicated at Oberwolfach October '91, with solutions for 6 of 12
residue classes ).
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D. HACHENBBRGBR.

On a Comblnatorial Problem In Group Tbeory wlth ApplicatiODS in Finite Geo
metrie. and. Design Tbeory.

Let G be a group of order s2> 1. A set P of subgroups of order s of G satis
fying I P'I =rand un V ={t } for a11 different components (Le. elements of P)

U and V In P Is ealled an .!!...rl .:. partial congruence partition In Q.

Glven an (s,r) - partial congruence partition P in a group G, the incidence
structure

N{P) := (G, { Ug: U( P, g (G}, ( )

18 an (s,r) - net admitting G as eollineation group acting sharply transitivelyon
the set of points and fixing each parallel 'class of lines ( given as the right
C08ets of the comp()nents of P). In this generality, these incidence structures
were first studled by A. Sprague and D. Jungnickel in the early elghties. .

A further application was given by J. Dillon (1975): If additionally 2r s,
then D( P):= UU c p U - { I} Is a certain difference set in G and therefore

B(P) := ( G, {D{P)g : g (G}, ( )

is a certain symmetrie 2 - design admittlng G as an automorphism group aeting
sharply transitivelyon the set of points and on the set of Iines.

In our talk we summarize some resent results on the number T(G) :=

max{ rs s + 1 : there exists an (s,.r) - partial congruence partition in G} wh.ere
G ls a group of prime power order which is not elementary abelian and fur
thermore c;lescribe methods which allow to construct partial congruence parti
tioos containing normal components.

We ref-:r to D. Hachenberger and ,D. jungnickel, Translation Net~: A 'survey,
'D1screte Mathematlcs 106/107 (1992>, 231- 242, e
H. tIARBoRTH.

Flillte Ramsey Problems.

Besides the classical Ramsey numbers the following variations are discussed

( 1) Ramsey numbers for sets of graphs.
( 2) Ramsey numbers for two - colored complete bipartite graphs.
(3) Ramsey numbers for two - colored cube graphs.
( 4) Ramsey numbers for two - colorings of diagonals of convex n - gons.
(5) The Esther Klein Problem in the plane, in the projective plane, and for

~rawings of complete graphs in the plane.
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N. HlNDMAN.
Applications of the Theory of Topologica1 Semigroups to Comblnatorics.

Utilizing the algebraic structure of the Stone - ~ech compactification of IN, It
has been passible to prove several results in Ramsey Theory. One such result
says that wheneve~ IN is colored with finitei, many' calors, there will be in one
color a sequence and all of its finite sums (~ithout repetition) and an~th-er

sequence and all of its finite sums. For 16 years, the algebralc stru.cture of ßIN
has provided the ooly proof of thls fact. We are now ahle to glve an eie
mentary praof of this fact and several stronger results.

J. KAHN.
A Counterexample to Borsuk· 8 Conjecture.

(Joined work with G. KALAI.)

Defi ne f( d) to be the least s such that any bounded set In IRd can 'be covered

by s sets of smallerdiameter. "Borsuk 0 s Conjecture 0' of 1933 was. that f(d) =
rdd+ 1. We show f(d» (1.1) ..

A. KERBER..

Cbemical Isomerism, a Basic' Problem of Algebralc Comblnatorlcs.
'."

-1':

(Report on a joined project with R. LAUE arid R. GRUND on molecutar struc':"
ture elucidation.) The history of the problem was briefty described together
with ,our program system MO LG EN (and it5 application) which gives all the
molecular g~aphs corresponding to a given chemical farmuta and side condl
tions (prescribed and forbidden substructures). A few of the basic constructive

principles were mentioned.

J. D. KEv.
(~. Joined talk with M. J. de RESMINI. )
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I. LEAoBR..

DiatiDgulabing Ramsey Patterns.

(Joined work with W. DEUBER, N. HINDMAN, H. LEFMANN.)

Hindman' s Theorem states that whenever we partition IN as Cl U ... U Ck

there exists a sequence Xt' X2' ... in IN such that FS«XI)l.oo) C CI fer seme i,

where as usual FS«xl)t,co) denotes { ~n. AXn IA a finite nonempty subset ef Jl-I }.

Resently, this was extended to show the following: For any al' ... , a s E IN, •
whenever wepartltion IN as Ct U ... U Ck there exists a sequence Xl' X2' ... in
IN such that FS«a,.)t,.,(XI)t.co) C CI where FS«iln)l.s,(xl)t.co) denotes
{ ~n c At at Xn + ••• + ~n. A

a
aa xn I At, : .. , As finite nonempty subsets of IN,

max AI < min AI +t for a11 i}.

Here we show that these are pairwise incompatible, in the following sense.

Take (an)t,., (bn)t,t such that Clt. " al+l' bl " bl + t for all i, with (an )I,s not a

rational multiple of (bn)t,t. Then there is a colouring IN = Cl U ... U Ck such
that.!!2. colour class contains hoth a F~« an) 1,. ' (XI) 1. <X» and a FS( (bn ) 1. t ' (Xl) 1. CD ~.
This very strange ph·enomenon is in complete contrast to the finite ease.

K.. LsBB.

Kombinatorik der rekursiven S - omega.

FUr mich, der Ich die zweite kombinatorische Methode (wohl statt Ramsey)
zur Gewinnung schnellwachsender Funktionen am 10.2.1981 erfunden. habe, ist
ein Jahrzehnt, auch in Augenblicken entlang einer schrägen Antikette gezählt,

keine lange Zeit.

Gerade deshalb möchte ich meiner Freude darUber Ausdruc~ verleihen, daß
seit meinem letzten Besuch In Oberwolfach der Stalinismus der Perestroika
welchen mußte, wenn auch Glasnost (GCO: grudgingly coming out) nichts an
den Tag gebracht hat, daß m~n nicht sowieso vorher gewußt oder geahnt hätte.

Ich will Ihnen hier einige Resultate vorstellen, die ich in meiner Erlanger
SAMIZDAT im gelben Einband untergebracht habe. (Bitte bedienen Sie sich!)
Ich schreibe darin auf Deutsch, weil ich diese Sprache besser beherrsche, als
die anderen, welche ich reciprocer um so lieber lese, je geläufiger ein'e solche

dem Autor ist.
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Ausgangspunkt war die bireflektive Zerlegung f = ab mit aa =1 und bb =1
von Permutationen. -Inwieweit ,wUrde sie sich ins Rekursive und ins Singuläre
retten lassen? Ich vermutete, es mUsse genUgen, aa =1 durch aaa =a zu er
setzen, um auch singuläre Funktionen behandeln zu können. Sperber bestätigte das
im Endlichen. Eine' volle Analyse des unendlichen Falls gelang erst Jahre spä
ter. Dabei spielt so etwas wie Endentheorie eine Rolle. FrUher schon gelang
aber die' Widerlegung- der Bireflektlvität Im Rekursiven, ja sogar eIne feine
Abstufung nach immer schwächeren Eigenschaften hin. Später traten Fragen
nach Konjugiertheit, Starrheit und Rekonstrulerbarkeit aus den Invarianten hin
zu. Anläßlich der .. Generators and Relations" - Konferenz in Lucca behandelte ich
dann auch Zerlegungen in Idempotente. Hier klaffen das Klassische und das
Rekursive so weit wie denkbar auseinander: zwei Faktoren genUgen dQrt, keine
endliche Anzahl hier. Auch ein besonders kontrastreicher Satz von· .. Higman
(klassisch aller Potenzen einer Permutation konjugiert, rekursiv gar keine) läßt
sich mit drei Keimen pro Gödelnummer (pp. 8, 61) beweisen. Aus der Beschäf
tigung mit der Konjugiertheit floss eine Studie Uber die NP - Vollständigkeit
dies~r Frage sowie der Kommutierbarkelt, deren zwei Extreme· sich fuf Permu
tationen (NP - C) und Idempotente (konstant J~) manifestieren. Zusammen mit
Herrn Pirillo untersuche ich Faktorlsierungsprobleme, dIe auf bisher unbehan
delte Spezialfälle von SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM fUhren. Um nicht immer nur
zu komponieren, welche andere VerknUpfung .böte sich .an? Hall (1952) handelt
von der Addition, Ceder (1985) behandelt den unendlichen Fall, also Ich den
~ek~rsiv~n. Da das Königsehe Unendlichkeitslemma fUr Folgenvon Aanderaa, Sa
pir und justin-Pirillo in wunderschönen· Argumenten elngese~zt wurde, mußte
ich ihm seine Schranken im Rekursiven weisen: durch eine Verqu1ck~ng von
Holographie und der Busy Beaver - Methode gewinne ich eine einseitig u'nendliche
Folge, die sich oft in die andere Richtung umlimitieren läßt, aber nicht zu einer
zweiseitig unendlichen. Einige didaktische Bemerkungen zur Deflnlerbarkeit
(etwa in Hartmanis' n - p~titlons) reichen bis zum Februar d.J.. Die längste
Überlebensdauer (ab 13.12.1989) gebe ich der Vermutung auf p. 16, die sich an
Collatzens Permutation von 1930/1 orientiert: erfUllt eine einfache (Tschritzis)
Permutation, die als einzige nicht balanciert vorkommt, mit anderen solchen ei
ne Identität, so sind alle ihre Steigungen Eins. D.le intensive Beschäftigung mit
affinen Morphismen hat mich übrigens dazu gebracht, Friedmans ,Darstellung
der r. e. Mengen auf ein Netzwerk von nur zwei Objekten zu verbessern (vgI.
Patersons Sterblichkeit).
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H. LBFMANN..

On the Regularity Lemma.

The regularity lemma of Szemeredi is a result that asserts that every graph
can be partitioned In a certain regular way. This result has numerous applica
tions, hut its known proof is not algorithmic. Here we first demonstrate the
difficulty of finding a regular partition: Deciding if a given partition of an
Input' grap~ satisfies the properties guaranteed by the lemma is co - NP ~om

plete. However, despite this difflculty, the lemma can be made constructive.

For any n - vertex graph a partition wlth the propertles guaranteed by the lem- .'
ma can be found in time O(M(n» where O(M(n» = 0(n2 .376 ) "is the time
needed to multlply two n x n 0,1- matrices over IN. The algorithm can be paral
lellzed and Implemented in Ne". This algorithm supplies efficient sequential
and parallel algorithms" for many problems.

(Joined work with A. ALOU, R. A. DUKE, V. RÖDL and R. YUSTER. )

T. I:.UCZAK.

The Beicht oE a Random Tree - a Quick Estlmate.

In the talk a natural greedy algorithm which estimates t~e height of a random
tree Is proposed and studied. In particular, it is shown that for the expected
length EHn of the path found by the algorithm in a r~ndom tree on n vertices
we have

F ff In({2 +1) - 1

2 - ffln(12 + 1)
0.579686.....

H. LlINEBURG.

Was machte Nlcolo TartagUa In der Nacht zum Aschermittwoch des Jahres 1523
In Verona?

NatUrlich Kombinatorik. Er beobachtete während des Karnevals dieses Jahres
Leute, die mit drei Würfeln 'würfelten. um mit ihrer Hilfe herauszufinden. was
ihnen das Buch des GIUcks von Lorenzo Spirito fUr die Zukunft vorhersage. Er
stellte sich daraufhin die Frage, wieviele WUrfe man mit k WUrfein machen
könne. In der Nacht zum Aschermittwoch fand er eine sehr schöne rekursive
Lösung des Problems. Nähere Einzelheiten in :

Heinz LUneburg. Leonardo Pisani Liber Abbaci
oder Lesevergnügen eines Mathematikers.
B. 1., Mannheim, etc. 1992.

•
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I. G. MACDONALD.

Schur FUDCtioDS: Theme and Variations.

An (incomplete) survey of various generalizatlons, analogues and def~rmations

of Schur functions : in partieular: -

(a) Let a = (an) n (z be any sequence of elements of a commutatlve ring R and

let
( x I a ) r = (x + al) ... (x + 8r )

for each r ~ O. Let xl' , X n be independent indeterminates over R, and for
each partition A= (At. , An) of length oS niet

s).(xla) = det (xtla)AJ+n-1) / det( (xtla)n-j).

These .. Schur functions" are symmetrie polynomials in "1. ... , xn ' 'which in
clude as special cases the factorial Schur functlons of Biedenharn aqd Lvuck
(take ar = 1- r) and the cJassical Schur funetions': (take 8r = 0 ). Al1' the de
terminantal formulas (Jacobi - Trudi, Glambelli, etc. ) for classical Schur fune
tions have their analogues in the present context.

(b) Let F be a finite fjeld of q elements, let xl"'" Xn be independent inde
terminates over F, and let A as before be a partition of length oS n. Define

( A +n- j )/ ( n- j )S). = det xlq j det xlq

which is a polynomial in xl"·" X n' stable under the group GLn(F>. Again the
determinant formulas for Schur functions have analoques for these Sx.

S. S. MAGUVERAS.

A Publlc Key Cryptosystem from Logarithmic Sign8tures of Finite Permutatione Groups.

We describe how in principle logarithmie signature's can be used to construct a
new type of public key cryptosystem. The new system reHes on the fact that
there exist non - transversal logarithmic signatures which can be written as the
(functional) composition of a small number of transversal logarithmic signatu
res. 'Since transversal logarithmic signatures, can be inverted efficiently, whHe
non - transversal ones can not, a new type of a trap door system can be con-

structed.

(Joined work with D. R. STINSON and T. van TRUNG. )
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A. MATHIAS.

Tbe Axiom of Determinacy Made Pespectable.

Nearly 40 years ago Mycielski and Steinhaus proposed the following alternative
to the Axiom of Choice.

Let A c Ww ={f I f : W ---.,. w}, where CA) ={ 0, 1, 2, . .. }. The game G( A)
Involves two players, Adam and Eve, choosing integers in alternation, and thus
generating a sequence

Adam wins a play of the game GeA) if Cl ( A; Eve, if Cl "A. A is determined if
ODe of the players has a winning strategy. AD, the axiom of determinacy, is
the assertion that every A is determined.

AD contradiets AC, but has many interesting eonsequences, see Moschora
tls, Descriptive Set. Theon (North Holland 1980). The question of the consi
stency has been solved. The solution involves the coneept of a Woodincardi
nal which is a large eardinal intemedlate the size between a measurable and a
supercomplaet cardinal.

Metatheorem (Woodin, building on work of Martin and "Steel and many others).
These two theorles are equiconsistent:

(i) ZF + AC + 3 infinitely many Woodin cardinals.
e11 ) ZF + De + AD.

Here De is Tarski t s axiom of Depentent Choiees; for a formulation see Mo
schorakis, op. elt.

For the proof of the Metatheorem, see the fortheoming book by Woodin,
Lolovay and Mathias.

Forms of determinaey ean be proved from various large eardinal assump- •
tlon8 : e.g. Martin t 8 1968 result that If there is a measurable cardinal then all
analytlc (! t ) games are determined. For an encyclopedic treatment of such
results, see the fortheomlng book by Martin.

Flnally the followlng reeent theorem shows that AD represents a form of
stabllity among posslble axiomatications of set theory :

Theorem (Woodin building on work of Steel). Let k be strongly inaccessible.
The following are equivalent :

(i) for each notion of foreing IP of size < k, AD is true in the
L( IR) of the extension VIP
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( ii ) for each notion of forclng IP of size < k. and each sentence
~ of the language of set theory. tb Is true In LOR) If and only If
~ is true in L(IR) of VIP.

K. METSCH.

Maximal Partial Planes.

A. partial plane (P, L) of order n ~ 1 conslsts of a set P of n2 + n + 1 points. and
a set L of subsets of P, called lines, such that every Une has n + 1 points. and
distinct Iines have at most one point in common. The partial plane (P,L) Is
called maximal; if there does not exist a partial plane (P, L') with L c L'. It Is
known that L1.5 n + 2 J ~ I L I ~ n2 + n + t for any maximal partial plane (P,L )
of orde~ ~. The partial planes with n2 + n + 1 lines are the projective planes of
order n. Here we prove that a maximal partial plane of order n that Is not a
projective plane has at most n2 + 1 lines. Furt~ermore, the maximal projective
planes of order n with n2 + 1 Iines fall into three classes. The partial planes of
two of these classes are related to projective planes. and the partial planes of
the third class are related to slgned Blplanes.

E. MILNER.

The Core of Poset.

(Joined wotk with B. LI. )

Aposet, P. is chain complete (ce) If every non - empty chaln has both an Infl
mum and a supremum in P. P has the fixe<!.:. point property (fpp) If every or
der preserving map f: P ---. Phas a fixed point. The passlng - through. order.
~, is a quasi order on P such that a ~ b holds if every maximal chain passlng
through a also passes through b. Call a subset X C P a ~ - good subset If .

(i) V x.·y E X (x :5:1 Y' =9 x =y) (I.e. X is a ~ - antichain) and

( ii ) VY (P 3 x E X (y :5:1 x) (Le. X is :5:1 - dominating ).

In general such a set may not exist, but. for ce posets there is a :5:1 - goad
subset which is a retract of P which ·has· the fpp If P has the fpp. and It Is

unique up to isomorphism.
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Slnee a retract of· a ce poset Is also ce. and sinee the interseetion of ce
posets Is ce, this suggests Iterating this construetion to define a strictly de-
ereasing sequence P = Po :::> Pt :::> ••• :::> PA = Q, In which ( i ) PCl + t is a
:s:I PCl - good subset of PCS' (11) PCI( =nß < cx Pß if cx Is a limit, and (iii) Q = P). is
a :s:I Q - antlchaln. At successor stages we get .retraets (unique to isomorphism).
but In general thls falls 8t limit stages. However, If we denote by T- the elass
of. ce posets whleh have no infinite antichains, then for posets in T· we ,have :

Theorem. If P • y-, then the sequence <Po. Pt, ...• - P). > has finite length •
(A < Ca)), and the terminal set Q = P). Is a finite retract whlch reflects the fpp.
Wecall Q the core of P.

In. the case of 8 finite poset; the terminal· set· Q is just the subset (unique
up to Isomorphlsm) obtained by the dismantling procedure. It is weIl known
that, In thls case, the core Is 8 retraet whichreflects. the fpp.

The fact that posets in r have a finite core enables us to extend several
othei' known results about finite posets to posets in the clus T·.

A. O. MoRRIS..
Spin RepreaeDtatloas of Symmetrie Groupa - .YOUDC· 8 Symmetrizers.

There is a classlcal method due to A. Young which yields, through combinato
rlcal consideratlons of what are now called Young tableaux. primitive idempo
tent, ca11ed Young' s symmetrizers and hence irreducible representations of the
symmetrie groups Su. Although work on pJ:'ojectlve (spin) representations of
Sugoes back to I. Scher (1911), It Is onl, ~ecentl, that M. Nazarov (1988)
showecl how the irreduclble spin representations could be constructed. How-
ever. Y~ung symmetrlzers played no role In that construction. Nazarov has now •
(September 1992) produced analogues of Young symmetrizers in this new
context. His approach is quite different from what was expected'; the theory
belng based on an alternative description of Young symmeirizers given by
I. Cheredulk whlch .lnvolved a certaln degenerate affine Hecke algebra and ideas
orlglnating In Young - Baxten theory and quantum groups.

We give adescription of Nazarov' s tatest work.
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T. Mt.lLLER.
Finite Group ActlODS, SubgroupS of Finite Index in Free Produet8 and Aaymp
totJc Expansion of e P ( z)•

The solution of several problems centering around finite group actlons and
subgroups of finite index In vlrtually free groups was announced.

( i) Glven a finite group Gone has a fuH asymptotJc expansIon of the number

I Horn ( G, Sn) I of G - actlons on an n - set whlch Is expliclt In the order m =IG I
and the number sG(d) of subgroups of index d in G. dl m.

-(ii) The result described above i., conjunctlon wlth other techniques can be
used to obtain a full asymptotic expansion of the funetlon sr( n) countlng tl:te
subgroups of index n and an expllcit estimate on the growth of the d!~ference

funeUon sr( n + 1) - sr (n) at least In the ease when r decomposes as a free
produet of finite groups. Moreover, one can descrlbe precisely In terms of
struetural invariants when two groups r1 and r2 have ( asymptotlcally) the
same number of subgroups of Index "n and it ean be shown that the asymptotie
behaviour of this funetion sr( n) already determlnes the group r up to flnitely

many isomorphism elasses.

G. PlRll.LO.

Tbe FibonBcd Infinite Word.

The Fibonaeci (finite) words are given by :

f 1 =a, f 2 =ab, f n + 2 = f n + 1 f n .

The Fibonaeci infinite word f 19 the .. limit" of thls famlly of finite words:

f = abaababaabaababaababa .....

Let F( f) be the set of faetors of f; let ~. be the golden ratio 2- 1
( ·ls+ 1);

let { a, b }+ denote the free semlgroup on {a,b} and let I w I denote the length
of a word w ({a,b}+.

Proposition (Pirillo). V w ( {a,b}+

( w r ( F(f) --~ 3n Iw 1-: I f n I ).

SeveraJ known results on the word f are consequences of the above" propo

sition.
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v. PLEss.
A Strengthening of the Aasmus - Mattaon Theorem ud more Desigos Found in
Codes.

(Joint work wlth G. KENNEDY. >

Our alm 18 to find more designs .. held" by code words of a fixed weight in a

code. A code C 18 called formally self - dual (f.s.d.) If C has the same weight
dlstrlbu.tlon as C.L. The only f.s.d. codes where all vectors have weights divi
sible hy a 8> I which are not self- dual are binary f.s.d. codes with 8 =2. called
even f.s.d. codes. The following gives designs In vectors of a flxed weight in e
certaln f.s.d. even codes.

Theorem. If 2n .2 (mod 4 > and C is an f.s.d. even, extremal code, then vec-
tors of a fixed welght In C UC J. •• hold" 3 - designs.

Examples of thls are (10,5,4) and (18,9,6> f.s.d. even codes. We also show
that codes wlth theses parameters are unique. We further have conditlons
glven designs In cosets of a code where vectors in the code are known to
"hold" designs. These designs in cosets together with the designs in the code
can be used to extend the designs In the code.

A. PoTl".
The Waterloo Problem.

.(Joint work wlth K.T. ARASu, J.F. DILLON, D. JUNGNICKEL, S.L. MA.)

Let D be an abellan (v,k, )..)- dlfference set in G and let R be an abelian
(v,2,k,A./2) - relative difference set In GxN, where N = {I, i}. Then R is a "lifting"
or .. extension" of D. The •. Waterloo Problem" Is the problem to decide which
(v,k,)..) - dlfference sets admlt such liftings to relative difference sets. e
MaID Theorem. Let D be the classical Singer differenee set with parameters
(e qd+l-1)/(q-l), (qd-t)/(q-l>, (qd-t-l)/(q-t» that describes PG(d,q).

Then D Is never extendable. The complement of D is liftable if and only if d
Is even.

Parametrlcally, no other liftings of difference sets are known. We can prove
for many of ~he existing series of difference sets that no liftings are possible.
However. the ease of the complements of the Paley - difference sets is still
undeclded.
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H.J. PRÖMEL

Random 1- Colorable Grapha.

In this talk we investigate properties of the class oE all 1- colorable graphs on
n vertices, where 1=1( n) may depend on n. Let G~ denote a uniforml, chosen
element of this class, Le., a random I-colorable graph. For a random graph G~

we·, study in particular the property of belng unlquely 1-colorable. We sh~w

that not only there exists a threshold functlon 1= l( 0) for this property, but
this threshold corresponds to the chromatic number of a random graph. We
also prove similar results for the ,clus oE all l-colorable graphs on n vertices
with m=m(n) edges.

(This is joint work with A. STEGER. )

M.J.de REsMINJ and J.D. KBY.
Sets of ~ype (8,t) and Codewords for aPlane.

(Part I:' M. J. de Resmini , Part n: J. D. Key)

Let' rr- be a projective plane of order 0 2 havlng a Baer subplane II. and let C
be the code of IT over a prime field IFp where p dlvld~s n. If rr contaJns a set
K of type (s, t), then It is shown that the vectors of certaln sets of points
defined through Kare, subject to some congruence relations, .In Cl., and some

times in Cnc1
.

I. SCHIERMEYER.

Tbe k - Satlsfiabillty Problem and Ramsey Theory.

We conslder the k - Satlsflability Problem:, Given a famlly F of r clauses Cl'

C2 ' .... ,er in conjunctive normal form of k l~terals correspondlng to k different
boolean, variables. of a set of n .variables. Is F satlsfiable?

For two glven graphs Gi and G2 we show how the computatlon of the
Ramsey numbers R( Gi' G2 ) can be formulated as a Satisflabllity Problem. "For
every n (number of vertices ~ we construct a formula Fn such that Fn ls sa-
tisflable If and only if n < R(G t ,G2 )' .

In a similar way the computation of Van der Waerden numbers for two' co
lours can be formulated as a Satisfiability Problem.
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G. SIMONYI.

W~terfall.t Antichalns aad Capadties of Dlgraphs.

. .
We Investlgate the asymptotic growth of the lacgest. induced subgraph - in
co - normal powers. of a simple graph - 'on whlch non - adjacency ls an equiva
lence. relation (equ1v~lence graphs). For ~lrected graphs we lntroduce an ana
logous graph product and analyze the directed version of the problem, the
asymptotic growth of Indueed subgraphs corresponding to a particular. orienta- _
tlon edges, ealled waterfalls. A waterfall is an equivalent graph with Iinearly _
ordered equlvalence classes. In which every edge is present with '8 direction
pointlng away from the clas8 which comes first In the order. We give an upper
bound on ~ correspondlng graph capaclty value and apply this result to show
that the cardlnality of the largest waterfall is multiplicatlve for several classes
of graphs. The behaviour of another digraph capaclty coneept, applicable as a
common framework of· some extremal set theory questlons, ls also discussed.

(Joint .work with A. GALLUCIO. L. GARGANO and J. KÖRNER.)

A. STBOBR.

The Aaymptotic Structure of H - free Graphs.

1.A!t .H be a flxed finite graph. In thls talk we conslder properties of a .. typi
cal" H - free graph. More preclsely, we investlgate the structure of a random
H - free graph, asaumlng equal distribution on the set of all H - free graphs.

For the special ease that H is a clique the problem was solved by Kolaitis,
Prämel, Rothschlld (t987). Improvlng an earlJer result of Erdös.Kl~jtman,

RothachUd (1976). They ahowed that a random K1+1-free graph ia wlth proba- e
billty one 1- colorable. A complete characterizatlon of those graphs H sharing
the property that a random H - free graph ls 1-colorable with probability one
was glven by Prömel, Stege~ (1992): These graphs H are exactly those graphs
wlth chromatlc number 1+ 1 which contain a color- crltlcal edge.

Aa a first step in understandlng this problem for general graphs H we con
sider in thls talk those graphs which contain a color - critical vertex.

(Thls ls Joint work with C. HUNDUCK and H.J. PRÖMEL.)
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J. STEMBRIDGE.

On .Symmetry ClasBes of Plane PartJt10DS.

A plane partition is a subset 1t of lN3 such that U,j,k) (1t, r ~ I, r ~ J, k':s; k im
plies ()' ,r ,k') c 1t. The group S3 acts on 1N3 by permutlng coordinates, hence al
so on the set of plane partitions. Fix a,b,c ~ 0 and deflne B=={ (I,j,k) I 1N3 :

i< a, j < b, k <C }. For G :s; S3' let Na (B):= the number of G - Invariant plane
partitions 1t C B. (Asume that 8 is G - Invariant; otherwlse leve Na CB) unde

fined. )

Theorem I. If G:s; S3 then No(B) = I1xc B/G Cr(x)+t)/r(x), where BlG ls a set of

orbit representatives of G on B, alld rU,j,k):= l+j+k+1.

Remark. The ease G={t}, S2' and C3 are due to MacMahon, Andrews'::Gordon-
MacD~nald, and Andrews, respectively. The case G=53 ls new. ~;:

~

Following MacDonald and Stanle" we deflne, for each G ~ 53

N (B q )::~ ql 1t 1 P e8 q):= TI (l_qIGxl(r(x)+t»(1_qlaxlr(x»)~1
G' ~1tCB/G 'G' "cB/G '

where both sums range over an G- invariant, 1t C 8, 11t/GI is the number of G
orbits of Tt, and IGxl is the size of the G-orbit of. x. Obvlously, No CB,1) =
N°G(B,I) a~d PaeB,I) = poaeB,I>. Theorem 1 asserts that Na(B,U= Pa (B,I). It
is known that Na(B,q) =Pa(B,q) for G= {I}, S2' C3' N'G(8,q) = p'G(~,q) for
G={t}, S2 and conjecturally 'S3' It Is also known that N'C3 CB,q) ~ P'c3CB,q),
N

S3
(B,q) '# Ps3(B,q). .

For Tt C B, the complement of 1t ls the plane p~rtltlon Ttc := { (I ,j, k) ( B :
(a - i-I, b - j -1, c- k -I) , Tt}. The map 1t--+ 1tc deflnes an additional symmetry
of plane partitions. Therefore let us consider r:= S3 x {t,c} = 83 x K, a symme
try group of order 12. Stanley has sugested lnvestigatlng the number NG ( 8) of
G - inyariant plane partitions for every subgroup G of r. .

Theorem 2. If GsS3 then NOxK(B) =N'G{B,-t) =P·G(B,-l).

If G s r is isomorphie to a subgroap of S3' but is not Itself contalned in
{(g,t):gES3} C r, let us say that G 18 a 'twist' of H.

Theorem 3.. If G- is a twist of Gs 53' then NG.(B) = NG(B,-t) = PG(B,-t).
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ltemarks. (t) Every subgroup ()f r Is covered by Theorems t - 3.

(2) The cases G={t}, S2' C3 of Theorems 2 and 3, as weH as the G=S3 cases
oE the equalities NGxK(B) =P'G(B,-t) and NG-(B) =PG(B,-t), are a synthesis of
previous work by Andrews, Gordon, Kuperberg, MacDonald, MIHs-Robbins
Rumsey, Proctor and Stanley, but the unified presentation we give here Is new.

(3) The G=S3 cases of the equalitles N'G(B,-t) = P'G(B,-t) and NG(B,-t) =PG(B,-t)
are new.

V.STRBHL
A Blnomlal IdeDtity - Proofs and Variations.

The identity

Lk(k)2(n;k)2 =Lk(k)(n;k) LJ(~)3,

whlch relates the Apery numbers on. the l.h.s. with .the Franel numbers ~J(~ )3
Is Interesting not only Eor its application in number theory, but also for the
varlety oE prooE technlques that may be used for approaching it: techniques
frorr hyperge~metrlc functlons (indeed, it Is a consequence of Bailey' s billnear
generating functlon for the Jacobi polynomials ), combinatorial interpretation in
a non - obvlous way, ,. mechanical" or "automatized ", proofs in the sense of D.

Zellberger, but also standard methods from computer algebra. Each proof has
its own perspective and potential for generalization and variation. Important
for appllcatlon, however, is the fact that the classleal recurrences due to Fra
nel (1885 !) and Apery (1978) turn out to be ., Legendre - conjugates ", whlch
leads to a simultaneous diophantine approximation of (3) and 1(2/8, as ob
served by A. Schmidt (Copenhagen).

W.THuMsBR.
On a Construct1ve Approach to Well- Order" Types.

We Introduce blnary ordlnal ~odlng functlons In order to measure the well- or
der types of some weil quasi ordered sets. ·For that purpose we require the
blJective coding functions ~: (X x (X --:" (X - { o} to be '

(i ) expansive : ~(x,y) > x,y

(il) Increasing with respect to both arguments:

x> y, x' :s;y. =9 ~(X,X'):S; cD(y,y·) ..

The definition aHows for eoding combinatorial objects as trees and words
Into the ordinals and leads by constructlve means to undecidability results and
upper bounds.
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E. TRiESCH.

Same Results on Degree Sequences oE Graphs.

In the first part of the talk, bounds on the independance number «eG)· of a
graph G were given in terms of the degree sequence. A new proof of a lower
bound due to Favaron, Maheo and Sacle C1991) was announced as weil as the
best possible upper bound Cin terms of the degree sequence), namely

cxCG) :s: n-k, where k:= mint I: Cd!+1 ~ ... ~ ~n) :s: Cd. ~ ... ~dl)·}'e where":S;" denotes domlnance order and ••• the conjugate partition.

The second part reported on some Jolned wor~ with M. -AIGNBR (FU Ber
lin). Denote by mBCG) Cresp. mMCG» the least number m such that there
exist a weighting f: E ---. {O,I}m of the edges of the simple graph G': (V,E)

such that all the sums ~Cv):= ~ e: V c e fCe) are dlstinct. CAssume that G has
no isolated vertices or edges.) Here the sum ls interpreted as the Boolean sum
Crespectively mod 2 sum). We proved the followlng ineq~ali~les whlch sharpen
earlier estimates by Zs. Tuza:

w. T. TROTTEL

Algorithms: Optimlzatlon wlth an Uocooperatlve Partner.

•
We consider optimization problems with implementations Involvlng a sequence
of steps - some or whlch ~Ill be carrled out _by an uncoope~ative part·ri~r. The
basic idea Is to identlfy ways In which we can extract beneflt- from our part
ner' s efforts, even when the partner Is In fact an adversary.

s. A. VANSTONB.

The Power of Non=-Commutiltlvlty.

In i976 Diffle and Hellman proposed their now famous method for key ex
change which uses exponentatlon In a finite -group. The" method relles on ~he

fact that exponents commute and the discrete logarithm In a sultable group is
a hard problem. In this lecture we describe a new protocol for key passing
whose security appears to rest on the non - commutativity of elements In an _
algebraic structure such as a group or semi - graupe Various examples of
systems which can be used to implement the protocol are discussed and. the
security of each considered.
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B. VOIGT.

Symmetrie Chain DecompositloDs for linear Latlices.

(Thls is joint work with F. VOGT.)

We present a structure theory for linear lattices and show how linear lattices
. may be decomposed into projective parts. As a coroHary one may explicitely
. deflne asymmetrie chaln decomposltion for linear lattices, complementing a

. prevlous result of Fleischer, a student of Leeb.

M. WACHS•

.Homology of Partition Lattlcea.

We conslder the homology of the order complex of various subposets of the
lattlce of partltlons of the set {t, ... , n }. One such s.ubposet Is the d - divisable
partition lattice which consists of partitions all of whose block sizes are divi
sible by d. We construct an explicit natural basis for the top homology group.
Eaeh basis element turns out to .be a fundamental cycle' of the barycentric
subdivlslon of the boundary of an (n/d - 1) - cube. Moreover these cycles cor
respond In anatural way to permutations in Sn-t whose decent set is {d, 2d,
... , nd }. The basis ylelds a direct cambinatorial derivation of a result conjec
tured by Stanley and proved by Calderbank, Hunlon and Robinson relating the
character of Sn acting on the top homology to a certain skew character.

D. WAGNBR.

Order Serie. of Partially Ordered Sets.

The order polynomlal of aposet Is an Invariant Introduced by Stanley which
has many connections wlth enumeration problems in combinatorics algebra, and.
geometry. We Introduce a" multi - analogue" .of the order polynomial with 50-

me Interestlng comblnatorlal properties. The' series Ep (t, X) In variables t and
X := {X. : alP} eontalns the order polynomial essentially as its multilinear
term [XP ] Ep(t,X). Glven a 'poset P and a set Q ={Q. : a (P ) of pairwise dis
joint posets Indexed by P, the E - series of the composite poset P[ Q] can be
computed from the correspondlng series for P and each Qa (a ( P) by an expl i-
eit formula. For any poset P, the series Ep(t,X) is a rational power series in
Z(t,X). If P is known to have width(P) ~ k then the E- series can be compu-
ted In polynomlai time as a function of I PI. Finally, if P is an interval poset
then an. explieit produet formula ean be given for Ep(t,X). These result will
appear under the title .. Order' Series of LabelIed Posets".
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I. WEGENER.

The Solution of tbe Knlgbt· 8 Hamlltonlan Path Problem.

The following results are proved. The nxn chessboard contaJns a Hamiltonian
path if and only if n ~ s. If n ~ 6, there exlsts a Hamlltonlan path from a given
source 5 to a given termInal t If and only jr the obvJous color cri~rlum 18
fulfilled. In the positive case5 the Hamlltonlan paths can be computed In opti
mal, e.g. linear time. It follows that a Hamlltonlan clrcuit exlsts If and only If
n i5 even and n~6. The prove technlque is a dlvlde-and-conquer appr~~ch

where a table look - up for several hundred special problems 15 used. These
special problems are solved with a clever backtrackIng strategy. One might ask
why this problem has not been soh ~d during the last 400 years where one has
considered the problem. Our solution leads to the posslble answer that combl
natorial ideas have to be combined with algorithmic approaches and a modern
computer. -"4:·

D.J.A. WElSH.

The Complexity of the Permanent.

An old question of Polya (1913) ISt when 15 it pos5ible to compute the perma
nent of a 0 - 1 matrix A by changing same of the +1 to -1 making a matrIx 8
so that det B =det A. Call such a change a modification.

Valiant (1979) shows. computing per A Is .p - complete. Thomassen (1992)

shows it Is impossible for a matrix with 4 non - zero entries in each row and
column to have a modification. I show a· connectlon between the two ahove
res'u Its by provi ng

Theorem.' Computing per'A of a matrix with entrles from {O, t, -I} and exactly
4 non - zero entries in each row and column Is .p- harde

G. M. ZIEGLER..

On the Matcbing Complexes of BlpartJte Graphs.

The matchings in abipartite graph form a simpIicial. complex, whlch In many
cases has strang structural properties. We use an equivalent description as
.. chessboard complexes": the simplicial complexes of all non - taklng rook - po
sitions on chessboards of various shapes.
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In this talk we present a (simple) proof that the chessboard complexes
~m.n ~ M(Krn ,n) are vertex decomposable (in the sense of Billera & Provan),
hence shellable. for n ~ 2m - 1. More generally• the L(m + n - 2) / JJ -skeleton of

~m.n is always vertex decomposable..... This sharpens results and answers a
question of Björner, Lovacz, Vrecica & Zivaljevic (1991).

BerIchterstatter: D. ~eDberger.
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